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SmartPurger is a reliable and useful application that can purge multiple AutoCAD drawings at top speed with full control.
SmartPurger is a batch processing utility that allows you to purge multiple drawings. A Unique feature is that the file time stamp
can be restored. SmartPurger handles crashes so the script continues to the end and leaves bad drawings. This is extremely
useful before backups and distribution of drawings. SmartPurger is for example useful if you want to minimize the size of files
before a backup or before sending drawings by e-mail, burning to CD or just to use as a quick viewer of drawings. You can even
save the files to a separate folder or to a different drawing version. SmartPurger can also execute custom script files (.SCR) or
AutoLISP files (.LSP,.FAS or.VLX). You can also set up SmartPurger to run different AutoCAD applications for different
drawing file versions. Moreover you can specify the profile to be used when starting AutoCAD. From a real project: 1773
drawings and a total size of 526MB in 2000 DWG format become 218MB in 2004 DWG format. Conversion and purging was
made totally unattended. Remember that this is a very powerful tool and make sure you understand and know what you do when
you use it. Read the manual before you run it. Try on some test files/folders as a start. To be on the safe side make sure you
have backups before you run. You can run audit, zoom extents, create preview icons. Convert between versions. Purge Blocks,
Dimension styles, Layers, Linetypes, Mline styles, Shapes, Text styles, Plot styles, Page Setups, Filter states, Layer states, Layer
manager states (Express Tools), Line objects without length, Text objects without text, embedded VBA code, registered
applications collections, Anonymous Groups, Groups. It's possible to restore the date and time of the file to what it was before
the scripting. Delete.BAK and other temporary or garbage files. And much more. Limitations: ￭ 31 days trial SoftAndSoft.Net
Free Simple Web Page Creator is a free and easy to use web design software that allows you to make your own free and
commercial websites. You can use your own images, text, shapes, or even clip art. You can even create your own web buttons.
You can include your own text, and pictures

SmartPurger Crack Full Version For PC
Users can execute AutoCAD macros with the SmartPurger macro recorder. You can set up macros in drawing files
(.DGN,.DWN) or in AutoCAD scripts (.SCR,.LSP) or in AutoCAD applications (.APP). Macros are written in AutoLISP.
There are 3 modes to record a macro. The IDE mode records the macro line by line and allows you to easily review and edit the
code. The IDE mode can be set up to record the macro in 4 formats: 1. no line numbers, 2. line numbers in format of M23 or
S7, 3. line numbers in format of M44 or S8, 4. line numbers in format of M55 or S9. Line numbers in format of M44 or S8
have the ability to record code even when a break occurs, for example, if you stop the code recording by using break. The IDE
mode is recommended if you want to edit the code and also if you want to perform detailed recording and analysis afterwards.
The Macro mode records the macro in the same format as the code in the IDE mode. You can stop the code recording by using
break, you can rewind to a previous point, you can replay the recorded code and you can pause the code recording. The Macro
mode is recommended if you want to perform fast and easy macro recordings and you do not need to review the recorded code
afterwards. The third mode is the Screenshot mode, it allows you to record the macro without stopping the code recording.
When you quit the macro recorder, the code is saved into the file it was recorded to and a screenshot of the recording is saved in
the file. You can also choose to save all the recordings into a single file. To help you better understand the usage of AutoLISP in
the SmartPurger Macro recorder, it is recommended that you start a Macro mode recording to a file (or a set of recordings to a
file), quit the Macro recorder and analyze the recording file. SmartPurger Macro recorder provides the following additional
features: ￭ automatic saving of the recording file. ￭ saving all the recordings at the same time in a single file (or in a single
recording file, if all the recording are into a file). ￭ saving all the recordings from a specific recording file into a.SCR or.LSP
file. ￭ sending email notifications to the editor as soon as a recording start or 1d6a3396d6
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￭ Purge multiple drawings and files ￭ Saving drawings in a new folder, or changing the date to be restored ￭ Removing all
Blocks, Dimensions, Linetypes, Shapes, Line objects without length, Text objects without text ￭ Removing Layers, Layer states,
Layer manager states (Express Tools), Line objects without length, Text objects without text ￭ Removing Embedded VBA
code, registered applications collections, Anonymous Groups, Groups ￭ Preserving the time stamp of the drawing ￭ Free
versions ￭ If one of the drawings is damaged, the script will continue the process ￭ Free trial version ￭ If you are not satisfied
with the results, you can request a refund ￭ User names, passwords, recovery key and contents of the registry can not be
removed. ￭ Easily create a backup of the drawings. ￭ The contents of the folder will be removed if there is no more free space
in the drive. ￭ Cleaning of the registry is limited. This is done only to restore the Registry as it was on the day you use
SmartPurger. ￭ The table is updated automatically. ￭ Saves a backup of the original (default) drawing version. ￭ Remember
that this is a very powerful utility and make sure you understand what you do when you use it. ￭ Read the manual before you
run it. ￭ Try on some test files/folders as a start. To be on the safe side make sure you have backups before you run. ￭ You can
run audit, zoom extents, create preview icons. Convert between versions. ￭ Purge Blocks, Dimension styles, Layers, Linetypes,
Mline styles, Shapes, Text styles, Plot styles, Page Setups, Filter states, Layer states, Layer manager states (Express Tools), Line
objects without length, Text objects without text, embedded VBA code, registered applications collections, Anonymous Groups,
Groups ￭ It's possible to restore the date and time of the file to what it was before the scripting. ￭ Delete.BAK and other
temporary or garbage files. ￭ Removing all Blocks, Dimensions, Linetypes, Shapes, Line objects without length, Text objects
without text ￭ Removing L

What's New in the?
SmartPurger is a simple yet powerful purging and scripting utility for AutoCAD to clean up your drawings, drawings with
several versions, project drawings, executable files for AutoCAD and any other drawings. SmartPurger is an AutoCAD batch
application that helps you clean up AutoCAD drawings by deleting temporary files, duplicates and by removing drawings with
unnecessary files. SmartPurger is an application that can clean drawings for you. It can remove specified drawings, files and
AutoCAD objects from a specified drawing or a list of drawings. You can also clean drawings by deleting unused applications,
and by removing defective blocks and components. This helps you to keep your drawings in shape. Key Features:  Easily clean
drawings by specifying all or some specific drawings. You can also purge specified AutoCAD objects from all or from any
drawings.  Copy all objects from all or one of the drawings.  Set the profile to use when starting AutoCAD.  You can
configure SmartPurger to run all or any specific application, and to run the command or AutoLISP script.  Delete drawings or
drawings with specified drawings, or auto-purge all drawings with no options specified.  You can configure smartPurger to use
specific templates.  You can filter objects on the current drawing or an included drawing.  You can use a Windows.SCR, an
AutoLISP.LSP, an AutoLISP.FAS or an AutoLISP.VLX to filter objects.  You can recover the.BAK and other garbage files. 
You can set up SmartPurger to open specific files, or to open a specific version.  You can convert files to PDF or PS format. 
You can save and restore time-stamp to and from a specified file.  You can specify the backup folder or the included
drawings.  You can delete objects without length or without text.  You can zoom the drawings extents.  You can convert
drawings between versions.  You can save files to a specified folder.  You can convert drawings between versions.  You can
save files to a specified folder.  You can convert drawings between versions.  You can specify the profile to use when starting
AutoCAD.  You can save files to a specified folder.  You can convert drawings between versions.  You can save files to a
specified folder.  You can specify the profile to use when starting AutoCAD.  You can save files to a specified folder.  You
can
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System Requirements:
Windows XP Service Pack 2 (SP2) or Windows 7 or later 500 MB or more of free space on your hard drive DirectX 9.0c
compatible video card Minimum 1024×768 resolution Design Concepts: This is an action-strategy/action-platform game
featuring a new take on the mythical hero genre. Build your own brave fighter! Customizable Hero: Choose your preferred
characteristics such as abilities, weapons and appearance to build your own unique fighter. Each character can learn skills as
they fight their way
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